We have wonderful news for you!

Dear Teachers,

We have a wonderful gift to share with you! One of our generous donors is supporting colloquy students for another summer! The Borland Colloquy Scholarship Program allows us to provide each new student who enrolls in the next round of colloquy classes with an Old Testament Scholarship of $799 for the first class in colloquy, as well as a Borland Scholarship of $300 for each subsequent class in the program.

For Old Testament, the “Total Due” on the invoice to the student will read $0.

For the other seven courses in the program, the “Total Due” on the invoice will read just $499.

Of course, if your district, congregation, or school is also able to help you with tuition, this final cost can be even lower.

This scholarship is available to all teachers who enroll in the program in June and July 2021. You can get the ball rolling by submitting the online application found at www.cuenet.edu/colloquy.

Finally, if you are already in the program and you wonder whether you will continue to receive the $300 Borland Scholarship for the courses you have left, the answer is “Yes!”

We hope that you will help spread the word to your colleagues who could benefit. If you or your fellow teacher has been thinking about entering colloquy to receive a call to your position, now is the time to begin the program!

We thank our gracious God for the generous gift which makes this scholarship program possible. God is good!

In Christ’s service,

Heather Stueve, Ed.D.
Director of Colloquy, CUEnet

P.S. Are you curious whether this program will be worth it? We recently conducted a satisfaction survey among our “alumni” of the online colloquy graduate program, and nearly 90% expressed satisfaction with how much they learned in the program, how positively it impacted their ministry, and how much their confidence grew as a result of the program! One of the respondents, who completed the program in 2012, stated, “It was the greatest educational and spiritual experience I have had. Both as a Christian and as a teacher, it had a fantastic impact.” We pray that you receive the same benefit!